
Full Moon in Capricorn
Ritual written* and led by Maria

(Friday 15 July 2011)

This full moon in Capricorn awakens us to the higher frequency of spirit. "In Capricorn we have 
the triumph of matter; it reaches its densest and most concrete expression; but this triumph is 
followed by that of spirit. There is full expression of the earthly nature in Capricorn, but also 
immense spiritual possibilities."

The Capricorn/Cancer Full Moon is an appropriate time to shift our centre from the focus on our 
status, family, job, activities and relationships, it is a time to search for our true path, to anchor 
our stability in our own heart and to root our identity in our own unique destiny.

We will be performing a Kabbalah ritual to help us illuminate humanity with a higher vibration 
of consciousness. So this is a good time to transform yourself and surrender into Divine Will, a 
time to let go of all the old patterns and fears.

Kabalistic Cross

Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram

Middle Pillar



As the circle is cast feel the energy building encircling us, becoming a sphere of light. 

By the power of the dragons may this circle be blessed, cleansed and sanctified. 

Place your Rose Quartz comfortably near or on you.

Make yourself comfortable, feet flat on the floor and your hands in a relaxed position. Close 
your eyes and become aware of your body; if you notice any tension in your body gently breathe 
into the area. See it relaxing releasing and dissolving all the tension.

Take a deep breathe with this breath imagine a white light descending from above your head. 
Take another deep breath and continue the white light through your body reaching and linking to 
the earth. Feel the energy flowing connecting you to above and below. 

We are now in-between worlds; call upon your Guardian to be with you in this rite.

Guardian of mine, I call thee, to be with me
In this rite, Guide and protect, so mote it be

Your Guardian is now standing next to you and together you walk down a path; in front of you 
see a shimmering light as you get closer it becomes larger and brighter. 

As you get nearer you realise it is a temple glorying brightly. This is your temple of sacred light.

Take a step into your temple and look around. 

You notice there are four altars, the eastern altar, the southern altar, the western altar, the 
northern altar.  

You walk to the centre of your temple, and turn to face the eastern altar.

You raise your dominate hand and project a flaming pentagram from the centre of your palm and 
call forth Archangel Raphael.

Mighty and Powerful 
Archangel Raphael 
Angel of the East, of Air and Spring 
Great healer of all wounds past and present
Bringer of mental clarity 
Inspire me with truth and vision
I call upon thee to attend and guard this circle
I welcome you 
Welcome

A powerful light being emerges before you, whose energy seems to fan the air around you. You 
feel a rush of air cleansing your aura. This being nods to you and then faces away from you 
guarding the East, protecting you from any intrusion in this space.



You now turn and face the southern altar 

You raise your dominate hand and project a flaming pentagram from the centre of your palm and 
call forth Archangel Michael.

Mighty and Powerful 
Archangel Michael
Angel of the South, of Fire and Summer
Great protector and balancer 
Cut away all doubts old and new
Grant me strength, courage and integrity 
I call upon thee to attend and guard this circle
I welcome you 
Welcome 

A powerful light being emerges before you, sword upraised. You feel a rush of energy balancing 
and clearing your aura. This being nods to you and then turns away from you to face and guard 
the South protecting you from any intrusion in this space.

You turn again and face the western altar 

You raise your dominate hand and project a flaming pentagram from the centre of your palm to 
the altar and call forth Archangel Gabriel. 

Mighty and Powerful 
Archangel Gabriel
Angel of the West, of Water and Autumn
Great messenger
Revealer of dreams
Gift me with insight, hope and illumination
I call upon thee to attend and guard this circle
I welcome you 
Welcome

A powerful light being emerges before you, with flashes of light.  This being is electrical in 
nature, and you feel the energy vibrating within your aura. This being nods to you and then turns 
away from you to face and guard the West protecting you from any intrusion in this space.

You make another turn and face the northern altar 

You raise your dominate hand and project a flaming pentagram from the centre of your palm and 
call forth Archangel Uriel. 

Mighty and Powerful 
Archangel Uriel, 
Angel of the North, of Earth and Winter



Great teacher of transformation
Keeper of sacred mysteries
Awaken and impart wisdom on the path I tread
I call upon thee to attend and guard this circle
I welcome you
Welcome 

A powerful light being emerges before you, emitting an ancient light of the divine, feel the 
energy resonating within your aura. This being nods to you and then turns away from you to face 
and guard the North protecting you from any intrusion in this space.

The Archangels are facing away from you to guard and protect. 

Now turn and face east again, imagining the circle of energy encircling you in a ring of fire 
studded with flaming pentagrams in the quarters. You are now sealed in with their blessings, 
balance, strength and health.

Bring you attention back to the centre. Raise your arms above your head in the formation of a 
cup and call upon the goddess.
 
Our Lady, Queen of Angels
Blessed are you among women
Holy Goddess, Mother of Earth

In order to receive you’re healing
I open my heart to your love, peace
Wisdom and understanding

The mist of your pure light
Surrounds me
Work your mystery 
In the hour of my need

Come forth I ask of thee
Welcome

Still standing in the centre, bring your hands down and cross your arms right over left and call in 
the god.

Heavenly hosts have gathered round
In their light 
He, whose name is many, shines through 
 
Our Lord, God, Heavenly Father
In your power and glory

I open my heart to thee
Send forth blessings of courage



Strength and might

The mist of your pure light
Surrounds me
Work your mystery 
In the hour of my need

Come forth I ask of thee
Welcome

The temple now is filled with pure light; you find it hard to keep your eyes open. 
Close your eyes and just feel the energies moving around you, through you, above and below 
you take in that pure loving energy that has been offered to you.

When you open your eyes again, the temple is dark as you adjust your eyes to the darkness you 
notice there is some light. The light is coming from above. You look up, and notice the sky is 
filled with billions of stars twinkling brightly in the night sky. 

There is one star that vibrates with a particular brightness. Isolate that star and observe its shine 
in the night sky; it seems to shine only for you.

While you are observing it, the star begins to move slowly, crossing the sky, and descending. The 
star grows larger and larger, moving closer and closer becoming brighter and brighter, seeming 
to illuminate the whole sky.

Pay close attention to the centre of the star, a figure begins to form; this image is moving closer 
and closer to you. You are about to meet your angel.

The angel now stands in front of you emanating a brilliant light. Your heart vibrates with 
immense love, peace and tranquillity, joy grows inside you, you feel secure and protected in the 
angel’s light.

Your angel asks you to hold out your hand. You open your hand revealing the rose quartz crystal, 
surprised that you had it with you all along.

The angel cups their hands around your hands. The rose quartz vibrates with energy in your 
hand. An immense light emanates from its centre; its pure light is projected out into the universe.

You feel its energy radiating through you, around you, above you and below you. Your body is 
bathed in its light. Your heart centre opens to receive its blessings of love, peace, joy, and 
healing. 

Your whole being is now radiating with amazing illumination. 

Now take a moment to commune with your angel. You can ask for help, protection or advice 
about a specific problem or just enjoy this extraordinary contact.
…….



Now bring your attention back, the angel is now standing in front of you holding a cup of water 
offering it to you. You take the cup and drink the water. Your angel says ‘it is the water of life, of 
rejuvenation and purification’

You feel its energy penetrating every cell within you body, feel it balance and harmonise, all of 
your being.

It is now time to say goodbye. You thank your angel for coming forth to be with you at this time 
and ask for the chance to have other encounters. The angel says “call upon me when you are in 
need and keep the rose quartz close to thee”

Keep the sensation of this marvellous contact within yourself; be assured of the knowledge that 
the angel will never abandon you.

The angel now slowly fades and becomes a brilliant star again. The star begins to move away 
from you, ascending towards the sky. You watch it move back into the night sky high above you 
to once again twinkle brightly. 

Now bring your focus back into the temple. There is a soft light radiating inside your temple, this 
gentle light reminds you that now is the time to say thank you and goodbye to all for attending 
this rite.

Standing in the centre of your temple, Raise your arms above your head in the formation of a cup 
and thank the Goddess for attending 

Our lady, Queen of Angels 
Holy Goddess, Mother of Earth

I thank you for your blessings 
May they remain in my heart so that 
I may live in harmony with all that dwell on the earth. 
Thank you for joining me 

Hail and Farewell. 

Still standing in the centre, bring your hands down and cross your arms right over left and thank 
the God for attending 

He whose name is many 
Our Lord, God, Heavenly Father

I thank you for your blessings 
May they remain in my heart so that 
I may live in harmony with all that dwell on the earth. 



Thank you for joining me 

Hail and Farewell. 

Now turn and face the northern altar 

Raise you dominate hand, imaging a flaming pentagram being drawn back into the palm of your 
hand and thank Archangel Uriel for coming forth

Mighty and Powerful 
Archangel Uriel, 
Angel of the North, of Earth and Winter
I thank thee for attending and guarding this circle

Hail and Farewell

Turn again and face the western altar 

Raise you dominate hand, imaging a flaming pentagram being drawn back into the palm of your 
hand and thank Archangel Gabriel for coming forth

Mighty and Powerful 
Archangel Gabriel
Angel of the West, of Water and Autumn
I thank thee for attending and guarding this circle

Hail and Farewell

Make another turn and face the Southern altar 

Raise you dominate hand, imaging a flaming pentagram being drawn back into the palm of your 
hand and thank Archangel Michael for coming forth

Mighty and Powerful 
Archangel Michael
Angel of the South, of Fire and Summer
I thank thee for attending and guarding this circle

Hail and Farewell

And again another turn and face the Eastern altar 

Raise you dominate hand, imaging a flaming pentagram being drawn back into the palm of your 
hand and thank Archangel Raphael for coming forth

Mighty and Powerful 
Archangel Raphael 



Angel of the East, of Air and Spring 
I thank thee for attending and guarding this circle

Hail and Farewell

You notice that your guardian is standing beside you; they tell you its time to leave the temple. 
Together you walk out through the same entrance you came in. 

The light from inside the temple illuminates your path, as you continue down the path, the light 
diminishes and you notice in front of you a mist has gathered.

But before you step into the mist, your guardian says ‘its time for me to leave’, you nod and say:

Guardian of mine
I thank thee
For being with me
We shall meet again
Goodbye till then 
So mote it be 

You now move into the mist it becomes thicker; you feel its coolness on your face. Walk through 
the mist, and soon you find yourself back in the room, back in your seat, wriggle your fingers 
and toes, stretch and when you are ready open your eyes.

Discussion time: 

Finish with the Kabalistic Cross 

* This ritual is a combination of the author's original ideas and information obtained from various books and/or internet sources.


